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World Peace Initiative Foundation Awards are an opportunity to acknowledge,
celebrate and recognise outstanding peace builders across the world for their
excellence, innovation and brave risk-taking.
The nominees for the Awards will demonstrate their impact on people, the wider
community and how their work practice provided these outcomes, by
showing evidence of how their work has made positive impact on the lives of people,
how their use of work skills that made the difference in the work, the potential of
scaling of the nominees’ work in other communities and evidence of the challenges
that the nominees have to overcome in delivering their work.
There are two categories open to the general public:
International Peace Builder Award
For organizations or individuals, who believe that world peace is possible, that innerpeace is important for sustainable world peace and that peace starts from within.
The jury for the International Peace Builder Award is composed of Dr. Michael Stern,
member of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and the first
president of the Peace Revolution Project; Mr. Aya Goto, Senior Vice President of
Global Peace Foundation International in the United States of America; Elisa
Laconich, Chief of Neurocognitive Rehabilitation and Neuropsychology at CERENIF;
Ping Ping Worakate, is the managing Director of World Peace Initiative Foundation
and program Director of the Peace Revolution project; Aya Chebbi, award winning
Pan-African feminist and renowned blogger, also Executive Director of Peace
Revolution Summit; Kuldeep Singh, board member of Global Youth Peace Fest and
India representative to CNRJ Paris and Chair of Awards Committee.
International Peace Blogger Award
For cyber influencers, who believe that world peace is possible through promoting
inner peace and who are also willing to inspire others while sharing the power of inner
peace using online tools.

The jury for the International Peace Builder Award is composed of Aya Chebbi, Asha
Mwilu, Rahel Weldeab Sebhatu, a Pan-African feminist activist and blogger; Chris
Wright, Climate activist who has travelled to 12 UN climate negotiation sessions
including the Paris agreement in 2015; Hasan Hamad, Co- Founder at Step & Mile
and Official Translation Moderator at Twitter; Cheik Fall, blogger and the creator of
the online participative democracy project Sunu 2012.
The finalists in each category will be invited to join the Peace Revolution Summit in
Thailand. We have the following categories of the Peace Awards:
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